Product End of Life and WEEE - Waste for Electrical and Electronic Equipment

SonicWall Inc. strives to comply with laws and regulations in the countries our products are shipped to and used in. Product end of life and the waste from it, are a concern worldwide. Please follow the laws and best practice for disposing of all your electrical and electronic equipment.

European Union

All SonicWall Partners in Europe are under contact to take back WEEE as representative of Sonicwall. And meet all WEEE and take back requirements in SonicWall’s behalf. European customers please contact your distributor for more information. WEEE weights and can be found on Environmental Data Sheet (EDS) for the product in question. Search for EDS at https://www.sonicwall.com/legal/environmental-and-regulatory-affairs.aspx.

Outside European Union

For recycling outside of the European Union we suggest that you contact your local recycling authority. This would be the same organization that you would call to recycle old televisions, appliances, and computers.